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Abstract

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) is an extension of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), where in addition to scalar sensors camera sensors are present. In case of WMSN, multimedia data requires high cost for communication and processing which is due to possible data redundancy that occurs in case of WMSN. Data redundancy occurs due to over lapping of Field of view (FOV) of camera sensors. Due to data redundancy communication cost in terms of bandwidth used, CPU processing etc. increases. Whenever an event takes place in a monitored region, it is first of all detected by the scalar sensors. The scalar sensors inform their corresponding camera sensors regarding the occurance of event. When event takes place, if we consider the case that sensing occurs by scalar sensors lying inside the event boundary, on the event boundary as well as up to some extent of outside of event boundary region that is covering some more portion of the area after the event boundary, then the concerned scalars who are present within the FOV of cameras, who lie outside the event boundary inform their respective camera sensors regarding the event and the concerned camera sensors undergo distributed camera actuation unnecessarily and some or all of the cameras that lie outside the event boundary are actuated based on distributed camera actuation scheme due to sensing of event outside event boundary even though their depth of field (DOF) does not cover the event region. Therefore, our objective is to eliminate the redundant data along with actuation of optimum number of camera sensors in such a manner that no event information will be lost.

1. Introduction

Now a days sensor networks are used in many spheres of life. Wireless multimedia sensor network (WMSN) has started to receive a lot of attention very recently due to their potential to be deployed flexibly in various applications with lower costs[1]. But several challenges such as resource constraint, congestion, delay, data redundancy etc. occurs in case of WMSN. Out of several challenges, data redundancy is our topic of interest. Data redundancy involves the transmission of same data repeatedly during the communication in WMSN. When an event takes place in a monitored region, it is first of all detected by the scalar sensors. The scalar sensors inform their corresponding camera sensors regarding the occurring event. Then the camera sensors collaboratively exchange their reading to decide which among them to be actuated by distributed camera actuation based on scalar sensor count (DCA-SC) [1]. When event takes place, if we consider the case of sensing of event, sensing not only takes place on or
inside the event boundary region. Sensing also takes place up to certain extent of outside of the event region.

As some of the scalars that lie outside of the event boundary sense the occurring event though they lie outside the event boundary, still their sensing range cover the event region. After detecting the event the scalar sensors inform their corresponding camera sensors regarding the occurring event. Being informed from the scalar sensors the camera sensors undergo distributed camera actuation scheme and some or all of them are actuated unnecessarily even though they do not cover the event region. Therefore, due to overlapping of field of views of those cameras redundant data transmission occurs. Therefore, our aim is to keep those cameras in turned off condition and to activate only the optimum number of camera sensors for adequate coverage of the event region in such a manner that no event information will be missed.

2. Related Work

Elimination of redundant data is a crucial issue in case of WMSN. As redundancy causes transmission of same data repeatedly, it needs to be eliminated so as to reduce communication cost in terms of unnecessary energy wastage, bandwidth used and CPU processing etc. Art gallery problem is a well known related work. But art gallery problem can be used to determine the least number of nodes and their locations in order to provide full coverage of the monitored region[1].

The problem is that the problem can be solved in polynomial time in two dimensional(2D) environment and the solution for art gallery problem can not be used for our problem if sensors are arbitrarily deployed[1]. For art gallery solution, a prior manual deployment of camera sensors should be done assuming that the topology for scalar sensors within the WMSN and the deployment regions are known in advance. Another related work to eliminate data redundancy based on sensing region management is presented in paper[2], where the the entire sensing field is divided into number of sensing regions. During running of the network by forming cluster of scalar in each sensing region, events occurring in each sensing region can be managed by scalar cluster head. By hearing from scalar cluster heads each camera can know the exact coverage overlaps through exchanging information with neighbours. Due to FOV, in some works coverage was considered as a special case of circular coverage used in WSNs and such networks are referred to as directional FOV sensor network. The work in [13] proposes a node placement strategy for providing full coverage and connectivity among nodes in such networks. Similarly several works are there to minimize data redundancy.

3. Assumptions Taken

We assume that the scalar and camera sensors are randomly deployed. Both the cameras and scalars are assumed to have fixed positions. The depth of field (DOF), sensing range and event boundary are assumed to be circular for easy implementation. The event boundary can be represented by a circle or a polygon. Circle shape is assumed for easy implementation in our context. Each camera sensor has a certain field of view (FOV) and depth of field (DOF)[1]. Field of view (FOV) represents the angle at which a camera sensor can take accurate image of an object. Depth of field (DOF) represents the distance at which a camera can take accurate image of an object. Coverage is defined as the portion of area of an event that is covered by all the camera sensors.

In this paper it is considered that camera sensors broadcast CIM (camera information message) and scalars broadcast SIM (scalar information message) which contains their id and location information. As a result all the sensors can know position of each other. It is assumed that all the sensors can communicate with each other independent of the type of sensor it is.

4. Problem definition and proposed Work

4.1. Problem definition

The considered problem can be defined as follows. Let us consider a WMSN with m scalars and n camera sensors. Initially all the scalar and camera sensors are randomly deployed.

Consider Figure 1, where the tiny dark small circles represent the scalar sensors. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9 represent the camera sensors. Their field of view (FOV) is represented by the medium size circle around it. There are all total nine cameras and their corresponding field of view (FOV) are shown in Figure 1. The pink circle represents the event region. The largest circle represents the sensing area of the event. R represents the event radius. Sr represents the distance up to which sensing of event occurs. Four types of tables are maintained.FOV table contains the ids of scalars that lie within the FOV of camera sensor. EDS(Edtecting scalar) table contains the ids of scalars that lie within the field of view of camera which are detecting the event. PCS(prior camera sensor) table contains the ids of activated camera sensor(s). COV (camera of view) table contains ids of...
neighbouring scalars. When an event takes place in a monitored region it is first of all detected by the scalar sensors and the scalars inform the camera sensors regarding the occurring event by sending DETECTION message[1].

When an event takes place in a monitored region it is first of all detected by the scalar sensors and the scalars inform the camera sensors regarding the occurring event by sending DETECTION message[1]. Being informed from the scalar sensors the camera sensors exchange INFORM message with each other[1]. INFORM message contains the scalar count(SC) of each camera sensors. SC represents the number of scalar sensors those lie within the FOV of camera and those are detecting the event. After exchange of INFORM message exchange, the SC value of each of the camera sensors becomes available with other camera sensors. The camera having maximum SC value is activated first. The activated camera sensor sends UPDATE message to other camera sensors. UPDATE message contains the ids of scalar sensors that lie within the FOV of concerned camera sensors. Based on matching the ids contained in UPDATE message and the ids of scalars lying within FOV table of camera, the camera sensors decide which will be activated next. The camera sensors are activated based on descending order of SC value. As per this cameras C1,C3,C5,C6,C8 C9 are activated. But here being informed from event detecting scalar sensors, we observe that cameras C8, C9 are activated. But activation of C8 and C9 are unnecessary as their DOFs do not cover the actual event region. Similarly in case of large event region, number of such cameras are present, which unnecessarily undergo distributed camera actuation scheme and some or all of them are activated. So our objective is to keep such cameras in turned off condition and to activate optimum number of camera sensors for adequate coverage of event region in such a manner that no event information will be missed and redundancy can be eliminated.

4.2. Proposed work

When an event takes place in a monitored region it is first of all detected by the scalar sensors. Scalar sensors inform their corresponding camera sensors regarding the occurring event by broadcasting DETECTION message[1]. In our proposed work, we considered a binary parameter whose value can be either 1 or 0. The binary parameter value is sent along with the DETECTION message by the concerned scalar sensors. The scalar sensor send binary parameter value 1 along with DETECTION message, if it lies within the occurring event region. It contains value 0 if it lies outside the event region.

After receiving the DETECTION message, the camera sensors add the id of the scalar which contains binary parameter value 1 to DETECT table. Then each of the camera sensors match their FOV table ids with the ids contained in DETECT table. If any of the scalar ids maintained in both tables matches then that camera undergoes distributed camera actuation scheme. Otherwise, it is kept in turned off condition. Here if we consider Figure 1, all the scalar ids of event region marked with pink color will be maintained in DETECT table. The ids maintained in FOV tables of each of C8 and C9 does not match with ids maintained in DETECT table. Therefore they are kept in turned off condition. As a result unnecessary camera actuation is avoided in that case. Similarly, in case of large event regions, many number of such cameras are present that lie outside the event boundary, but inside the sensing region, but are unnecessarily activated as their DOF does not cover the event region. Now in this way by maintaining DETECT table and matching FOV table ids, the camera sensor can decide from very beginning that whether it should undergo distributed camera actuation or not. The camera for which no scalar id matches for both the tables are kept in turned off condition.

The two cases can be stated as follows.

Case1:

$$\text{FOV} \cap \text{DETECT} = \emptyset$$

Figure 1. Data Redundancy Issue
If for a camera sensor $i$, then camera $i$ is not activated and it broadcasts Sleep message.

Case 2:

If for a camera sensor $i$, $\text{FOV} \cap \text{DETECT} \neq \emptyset$, then camera $i$ undergoes distributed camera actuation scheme and takes part in Inform message exchange with neighbours.

After exchange of INFORM message, the camera sensors maintain their own priority list which contains the SC value of each of other cameras. As a result SC value of each camera sensor becomes available with other camera sensors. The camera sensor having maximum SC value is activated first. If tie occurs in case of SC value any of the camera can be actuated first to break the tie. The activated camera id is then maintained in PCS table. The activated camera sensor sends UPDATE message to other camera sensors. UPDATE message contains the ids of event detecting scalars that lie within the FOV of concerned camera sensor. The other camera sensors collaboratively match their own FOV table ids with ids contained in UPDATE message to decide which among them to be actuated. In the algorithm $i$ and $j$ stands for the sensor nodes in respective cases. Following is the modified algorithm of the algorithm given in paper[1], where DETECT table is maintained.

4.3. Algorithm[1]

1. Initialize Table FOV to all scalar sensors within Field of view.
2. Initialize Tables EDS, DETECT, COV, and PCS to be empty.
3. Cameras send CIM(Camera Information Message) and scalars send SIM(Scalar Information Message) to know position of each other.
4. When Event takes place, Scalars present within event region broadcast DETECTION message, which contains id=1 for scalars present within event region and contains id=0 for scalars present outside event region.
5. While receiving 'Detection' messages
6. If 'Detection' message received from $j$ AND $j$ belongs to $\text{FOV}$ then
7. Add $j$ to EDS table
8. If DETECTION msg contains id value 1, then camera adds id of that scalar to DETECT Table.
9. Match the ids maintained in DETECT Table with the ids of scalars present within FOV. If any id matches then the concerned camera takes part in Distributed camera actuation. Otherwise, it is kept in turned off condition.
10. if $\text{SC} \neq 0$ then[1]
11. broadcast Inform message.
12. While receiving 'Inform' messages do
13. if 'Inform' message received from $j$ then
14. if $(\text{SC}_i < \text{SC}_j)$ or $(\text{SC}_i = \text{SC}_j)$ and $i < j$ then
15. activate camera $j$ having maximum SC value. Add $j$ to PCS table.
16. If PCS value > 0
17. If Update Message received from $j$ then
18. add neighbour scalars of $j$ to neighbours of $i$
19. delete $j$ from PCS table
20. broadcast Update Message.

5. Implementation and Result Analysis

The implementation was done in C++. We assumed that the scalar and camera sensors are deployed randomly. They are assumed to have fixed positions. We varied different parameters such as depth of field, event radius, number of scalars and number of camera sensors individually and observed their effect on number of cameras actuated.

We have compared two cases: the initial and proposed approach. In the initial approach the cameras lying in the entire sensing range of event were activated. But in the proposed approach the cameras covering only the concerned event region are activated keeping the cameras outside the event region and inside the sensing range in turned off condition.
5.1. Effect of varying number of scalar sensors on number of cameras activated

As number of cameras activated in proposed approach are less than that of initial approach, amount of overlapping in proposed approach is less than that of initial approach.

Therefore, redundant data transmission is minimized in proposed approach as comparison to initial approach. Therefore proposed approach is better than the initial approach.

5.2. Effect of varying number of camera sensors on number of cameras activated

We varied number of camera sensors keeping DOF, number of scalar sensors, sensing range of scalars, event point, event radius and sensing range of event as constant and observed its effect on number of camera activated and coverage ratio.

The horizontal axis in the graph as shown in Figure 3 represents the number of camera sensors represented by noc. The vertical axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. The green line represents initial approach and redline represents the proposed approach.

Consider initial approach and proposed approach, in both the cases the number of cameras activated remains constant. As the optimum number of camera sensors required to cover a particular event region is always constant. On comparing both the cases we found that number of cameras activated in proposed approach are found to be less than that of initial approach in all the cases shown in Figure 3. Therefore it is concluded that proposed approach is found to be better than the initial approach.
5.3. Effect of varying event radius on number of cameras activated

The horizontal axis in the graph as shown in Figure 4 represents the event radius represented by evtradius. The vertical axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. The green line represents initial approach and redline represents the proposed approach.

Here we observed that with increase of event radius the number of cameras activated initially increases and then it remains almost constant in both the cases. But in initial approach the number of cameras activated suddenly decreases as we are considering random deployment of nodes.

After some time the number of cameras activated remains constant in both the cases as optimum number of cameras required to cover the event region is constant.

![Figure 4. Event Radius(evtradius) Vs. Number Of Cameras Activated(noca)](image)

5.4. Effect of varying depth of field (DOF) on number of cameras activate

We varied DOF keeping number of scalar sensors, number of camera sensors, sensing range of scalars, event point, event radius and sensing range of event as constant and observed its effect on number of cameras activated and coverage ratio. The horizontal axis in the graph shown in Figure 5 represents the depth of field of camera represented by dof. The vertical axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. The green line represents initial approach and redline represents the proposed one.

![Figure 5. Depth Of Field(dof) Vs. Number Of Cameras Activated(noca).](image)

With increase of dof of camera number of camera activated in both the cases increases. Then it starts decreasing. With increase of dof the number of scalars within field of view of cameras increases, so scalar count of camera increases and more number of cameras will cover atleast one scalar, therefore more number of cameras are activated. Then due to excess increase in dof, overlapping region of dof increases for camera sensors. Some of the scalars become the common scalars for one or more camera sensors. Therefore the number of camera activated decreases with further increase of dof in both the cases. But the number of cameras activated in most of the cases in proposed approach are found to be less than that of number of cameras activated in initial approach.

6. Conclusion

Distributed camera actuation achieves redundant data elimination in which Optimum number of camera sensors actuated for adequate coverage of event region. When we consider the case of sensing of occurring event at outside up to certain distance of event region, using the proposed approach we are able to activate only required optimum number of camera sensors in the event region and keeping all other cameras those lie outside event region but inside the sensing range of event in turned off condition.

By studying all the four cases such as varying number of scalars, number of cameras, event radius and dof and studying their effect on number of cameras activated, we observed that the number of cameras activated in proposed approach in most of the cases is found to be less than the number of cameras activated in initial approach. As number of cameras activated in proposed
approach is found to be less than that of initial approach, so the amount of overlapping region of FOVs in proposed approach is less than that of initial approach, so redundant data transmission in proposed approach is less than that of initial approach and number of cameras actuated in proposed approach is less than that of initial approach. Therefore, we can conclude that proposed approach is more optimized approach than the initial one.
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